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TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM
11:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

To the
Carroll

is

Inhabitants of the

Town

said State, qualified to vote

You are hereby

in

of

Eaton

Town

in

the County of

Affairs:

Evans Memorial
Building (Town Hall) in the Town of Eaton, County of Carroll on
Tuesday the ninth day of March, 1999 at eleven o'clock in the
morning to act upon the following subjects hereinafter set forth. The
polls shall open for balloting at 1 1 :00 A.M., or as soon thereafter as
the Moderator calls the meeting to order and declares a quorum
present. Voting on Article 1 (election of officers) and Article 2 (zoning
amendments) shall be by official ballot. The remaining articles on
the warrant shall be acted upon at eight o'clock in the evening.

ARTICLE

notified to

meet

at the

#1.

To choose

all

necessary Town Officers

for the

year ensuing.

ARTICLE #2

to the

To see if the Town is in favor of adopting on
Town of Eaton Zoning Ordinance of 1973.

(1

)

amendment

ARTICLE #3
To see

sum

of

if

the

$340,897

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the

will

for general

municipal operations:

Executive
Election

&

29,000
Registration

2,000

Financial Administration

20,000

Revaluation of Property

5,500

Legal Expense

2,000

Personnel Administration
Planning

& Zoning

30,000
4,000

General Government Building

8,000

Cemeteries

4,000

Insurance

4,500

Advertising

&

Regional Association

Emergency Services

Highways & Streets

87,000
2,500

Street Lighting

Grader

22,197

Waste Disposal

Direct Assistance

3,500

Parks and Recreation

12,000
3,500

Library

To

53,000

300

Pest Control

Interest

15,000

400

Building Inspection

Solid

500

on Tan

Capital

5,000

Reserve Funds

TOTAL

27,000

340,897

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #4
Town will vote to raise and appropriate $69,000
Town's share (20%) for replacing the Towie Hill Rd bridge
To see

if

the

as the
with $30,000 to be transferred from the General Fund Balance and
$39,000 from the Capital Reserve Fund for Bridges.

Recommended by

the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #5
To see

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate $1 5,000
from the General Fund Balance to be placed in the Capital Reserve

Fund

if

the

for Asphalt.

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #6
To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate $2,500
for the purchase of a generator for emergency use at Town Hall.
if

the

Recommended

will

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #7
To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate $2,500
for the purpose of converting old Town records to electronic media.
if

the

Recommended

will

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #8
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $163.00 for the support of the Mount Washington Valley

To see

if

the

Town

will

Economic Council.
Agreeable

to a petition signed by Linda A. Jenkins

and

others.

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #9
To see

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate the
of $71 5.00 for the support of the Children's Health Center.
if

the

Agreeable
others.

to a petition signed

sum

by Jacqueline M. Sparks and

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #10
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $759.00 for support of the Gibson Center for Senior Services, Inc.

To see

if

the

Town will

Agreeable to a

petition

signed by Henry M. Fowler and

others.

Recommended by

the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #11
To see
of

$300.00

if

the

Town will

for the Early

vote to raise and appropriate the

Supports & Services Program

sum

(birth to

3

years) of Children Unlimited, Inc.

Agreeable

to

a petition signed by Jacqueline M. Sparks and

others.

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #12
To see
of

$584.00

if

the

Town will vote to

raise

and appropriate the sum

to assist the Family Health Center.

Agreeable

to a petition

signed by Judith W. Fowler and

others.

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #13
Town will

vote to raise and appropriate the
of $475.00 to assist Carroll County Mental Health Services.

To see

if

the

Agreeable
others.

to a petition

signed by Judith

sum

W. Fowler and

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #14
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $391.00 for the Visiting Nurse and Hospice Care Services of
Northern Carroll County, Inc

To see

if

the

Agreeable

Town will

to a petition signed

by Jacqueline M. Sparks and

others.

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #15
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1 00.00 in support of Starting Point providing crisis services to the
victims of domestic and sexual violence and their children.

To see

if

the

Agreeable

Town will

to a petition

signed by Judith

W. Fowler and

others.

Recommended by

the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #16
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $306.00 to defray the Disaster Relief expenses of the Mount
Washington Valley Chapter of the American Red Cross.

To see

if

the

Agreeable

Town will

to a petition signed

Recommended

by Peter Blue and others.

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #17
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $500 for Tri-County Community Action for the purpose of
continuing services of the fuel assistance program for the residents
of Eaton.

To see

if

the

Town will

Agreeable

to a petition signed

by Donald R. Philbrick and

others.

Recommended

by the Selectmen.

ARTICLE #18
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $50.00 for the Mt Washington Valley Chamber of Commerce and
Visitor's Center.

To see

if

the

Town will

Agreeable to a

petition

signed by John P. Mahoney.

Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #19
vote to raise and approphate the sum
of $200.00 for the support of the Eastern Slope Airport Authority.

To see

if

the

Town will

Agreeable to a

petition

signed by Richard

W.

Brackett

Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #20

of the

1

To see if the Town will vote to approve an ordinance
Town Beach at Crystal Lake as follows:

Use

of the

Town Beach

owners and taxpayers

in

2.

A

3.

No dogs

4.

No

5.

Any law enforcement

beach pass

is

at Crystal

Eaton and

Lake

is

for

restricted to property

their guests.

required.

or other animals are allowed on the beach.

glass containers are permitted on the beach.
officer

may

8

use

issue a notice of violation.

6.

Such

impose a

notice shall

must be paid

to the

Town

fine of

twenty

five dollars ($25)

which

Clerk within ten (10) days of the notice of

violation.

7.

In

the event such fine

specified,

is

summons shall be

not paid within the time limitations

issued for appearance

and if found guilty of violating this
hundred and fifty dollars ($250).

Recommended

article

Court
shall be fined up to two
in District

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #21
Town will vote to change the classification of a
Young's Rd from a Class VI road to a Class V road

To see
section of

if

the

beginning at the former Palmer Place and extending 700 feet

in

a

southerly direction.

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

ARTICLE #22
To
this

act on

meeting.

any other business that may

legally

come

before

in

Given under our hands and seal, this 16*^ day of February,
the year of our Lord, Nineteen Hundred and Ninety Nine.
Donald R. Philbrick
Richard H. Young

James

A. Brooks

Selectmen of Eaton

A true

copy of Warrant-Attest:
Donald R. Philbrick
Richard H. Young

James

A. Brooks

Selectmen

We

hereby

named,

certify that

meet

we gave

of

Eaton

notice to the inhabitants

time and place for the purpose within
mentioned, by posting an attested copy of the within Warrant at the
place of meeting within named, and a like attested copy at the Eaton
Village Store, being a public place in said Town, on the 16th day of
February 1999.

within

to

at

Donald R. Philbrick
Richard H. Young
James A. Brooks
Selectnnen of Eaton
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Budget of the Town of Eaton
Purpose of the Appropriation

SOURCES OF REVENUES
Budget

Actual

Budget

1998

1998

1999

2,500.00

SUMMARY OF INVENTORY
Land

PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION AND TAXES ASSESSED FOR
THE TAX YEAR 1998
PURPOSES OF THE APPROPRIATIONS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Executive
Election & Registration
Financial Administration

Revaluation
Legal

Employee Benefits
Planning
Buildings

-

Cemeteries
Insurance
Regional Association

29,000
2,700
20,000
4,000
2,000
28,500
4,200
8,000
3,000
4,500

500

PUBLIC SAFETY
Emergency Services

13,000

200

Code Enforcement

HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
97,000
2,500
22,197
97,600

Highways and Streets
Street Lighting

Grader
Bridges

SANITATION
Solid

Waste Disposal

70,

1

93

HEALTH
300

Pest Control

WELFARE
3,500

Direct Assistance

CULTURE & RECREATION
Parks & Recreation

8,000
2,500

Library

DEBT SERVICE
Interest on TAN
OPERATING TRANSFERS
To

Capital Reserve

5,000

44,000

Funds

SPECIAL ARTICLES

148,723

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS

621,113
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SOURCES OF REVENUE
TAXES

TAX COMMITMENT COMPUTATION

TOWN OF EATON
+621,113

Appropriations

Revenues
Shared Revenues

-395,761
- 1

Overlay

,639

+ 6,403
+ 3,500

War Service Credits
Net Town Appropriation
Approved Town Tax Effort

233,616
233,616

Municipal Tax Rate

6.49

SCHOOL PORTION
Due

to Local

School

+372,771

Shared Revenues

-

Net School Appropriation

Approved School(s) Tax
School(s) Tax Rate

3,342

369,429
369,429

Effort

10.27

COUNTY PORTION
Due

to

County

33,801

Shared Revenues
Net County Appropriation

Approved County Tax
County Tax Rate

442
33,356
33,356

Effort

0.93

Combined Tax Rate
Total Property

17.69

Taxes Assessed

636,401

COMMITMENT ANALYSIS
Total Property

War

Taxes Assessed

636,401

Service Credits

-3,500

TOTAL PROPERTY TAX COMMITMENT
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632,901

TOWN MEETING
The Annual Town Meeting

of Eaton,

1998

NH was

called to order on

March 10,1998 at 11 a.m. by Moderator Paul D. Hennigan. Mr.
Hennigan announced a quorum present, that the return of the
Warrant shows that had been properly served, and read the "Call
it

At this time, the entire warrant was read, following
which the Moderator stated the polls were open for voting on Article
#1 of the Warrant. The remaining Articles #3 through #20 would be
to Meeting."

considered

when

the Meeting resumes at 8:PM.

At8:PM, Moderator Paul D. Hennigan announced, "A quorum being
present, the 1998 Annual Meeting of The Town of Eaton, Carroll
County, State of New Hampshire, now resumes for consideration of
Articles #3 through #20 of the Warrant as duly posted and
published." A motion was made by James Brooks and seconded by
Richard Shaw to dispense with the second reading of the Warrant
at this time.

Mr.

Hennigan asked us

to

all

stand for the Pledge of Allegiance.

Hennigan asked for a moment of silence for those Eaton
residents who had passed away in 1997. The following residents
were remembered, Ginnie Marie McCormack-Lane, Mary Anne
Kleinmeier, Michael Ciraco, and Alexander Anderson McKenzie II.
Mr.

#1 had been voted by official ballot from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
There were 91 ballots cast from a checklist of 247.

Article

ARTICLE

#1.

To choose
following

all

were

Selectman

necessary Town Officers

for the

year ensuing. The

elected:

James

for three years

Trustee of Trust Funds for three years
Auditor for one year

Highway Commissioner for one year
Moderator for two years
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A.

Brooks

Edith Dashnau and
Lucinda Goslee -tied
James C. Worcester
Elwyn R. Thurston
Paul D. Hennigan

Supervisor of the Checklist for six years
Town Clerk/Tax Collector for three years

Lucinda

F.

Colleen E.

Goslee
McCormack-

Lane

The

following

School Board
Moderator

were elected on the School Warrant:

Auditor

Sandra Thorns
Mark S. Provost
James C. Worcester

Clerk

Laura M. Nash

Hennigan requested all winning candidates to report to the Town
Clerk after the meeting to find an appropriate time to be sworn in.
Mr.

ARTICLE #2

to

To see if the Town is in favor of adopting six (6) amendments
the Town of Eaton Zoning Ordinance of 1973.
Articles #1

Personnel Administration
Planning

28,500

& Zoning

4,200

General Government Building

8,000

Cemeteries

3,000

Insurance

4,500

& Regional

Advertising

500

Association

Emergency Services

13,000

200

Building Inspection

Highways & Streets

97,000
2,500

Street Lighting
Solid

Waste Disposal

70,

1

93

300

Pest Control
Direct Assistance

3,500

Parks and Recreation

8,000

Library

2,500

Interest

To

on Tan

5,000

Capital Reserve

Funds

24,000

TOTAL

332,593

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

Bernard Hurley moved that article #3 be adopted
$332,593; Edith Dashnau seconded.

in

the

amount

of

Linda Jenkins wished to know who "executive personnel" were or
broke down. Jim Brooks responded, stating it covered financial
personnel, town hall, administrating assistant, David Maudsley,
and the elections. Rick Young stated page 42 of the town report
had the accountability.
Article

#3 passed

with a

unanimous voice

motion to reconsider.

19

vote.

There was no

ARTICLE #4
To see

if

the

Town

will

authorize the Selectmen to enter into a

long-term purchase agreement for a Grader

in

the

amount

of

$166,485 with $55,500 to be withdrawn from the Capital Reserve
Fund for a Grader and the remainder to be payable over a term
of five (5) years at a rate of $22,197 per year and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $22,197 for the first year's payment for
that purpose. (2/3 ballot vote required)

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

moved

Harry Fowler

article #4;

Ed

Ellis

seconded.

as a firm bid, and assumed "it
was put out for bid." Jim Brooks stated they had looked around
and compared prices. Elwyn Thurston stated they had looked into
two machines, one was 30,000 more and the other was 10,000
more. He remarked the one chosen had more features and the
old grader was "some tired." A two thirds vote was needed for the
Jerry

Underwood questioned

article to

this

pass.

Hennigan asked for the article
The article passed with a vote of:
Mr.

to

be voted with a

ballot vote.

2-NO

37-YES
There was no reconsideration

of the article.

ARTICLE #5
To see

if

Town will vote to raise and appropriate $122,000
Potter Road Bridge (#061/137) provided the Town

the

to replace the

80% reimbursement from the State Bridge Aid Fund. The
remaining 20% ($24,400) to be transfered from the Capital

receives

Reserve Fund

for Bridges.

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

Bernard Hurley moved

article #5;

Linda Jenkins seconded.
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who came up

Kevin Flynn asked
stated

it

was

with

quite a process, starting

and we would receive

80%

$122,000? Don Philbrick
with an engineering group,

of the funding

from the State

if

we

played by their rules.

#5 passed

Article

with a

unanimous voice

vote.

There was no

motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #6
vote to raise and appropriate a sum not
to exceed $60,000 for the purpose of road repairs, debris
clearance and damage costs associated with the Ice Storm
1998;and to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, contract for and

To see

if

the

Town

will

accept grants of federal or state aid or both as may be avaiilable
and to do all things necessary to carry out the purposes of this
appropriation.

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

James Brooks moved

Tom
was

article #6;

Margaret Hewlett seconded.

Costello asked the breakdown.
their "best guess", with

Rick

Young

stated 60,000

no bids on Foss, as of

yet.

He

stated

FEMA would come with

approximately 75% of the figures
when completed, and the state would fund 12.5%. Don Philbrick
wanted people to view the storm pictures in the back of town hall.
Rick Young said $44,000 was cleared, $24,000 was paid out the
first week of clean-up, and approximately $20,000 for the summer
clean-up. Tom Costello asked who did the work? Rick answered
all the work was done through Elwyn. Jim Brooks said the actual

that

cost
raise

may

run higher

in

the summer, and time

more than what was

Article

#6 passed

with a

in

the

will tell,

but

will

not

article.

unanimous voice

vote.

There was no

motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #7
To see

if

the

Town

will

vote to raise and appropriate $10,000

21

from the General Fund Balance to be placed

Reserve Fund

in

the Capital

for Bridges.

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

James Worcester moved

article #7;

Linda Jenkins seconded.

There was no discussion, Mr. Hennigan noted everyone was
from the school meeting!
Article

#7 passed

with a

unanimous voice

vote.

tired

There was no

motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #8
To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate $10,000
from the General Fund Balance to be placed in the Capital
Reserve Fund for Asphalt.
if

the

Recommended
Kevin Flynn

moved

Kevin Flynn asked

will

by the Board of Selectmen.
article #8;

Jim Brooks seconded.

any of the asphalt was going on
Elwyn responded with $100.00 worth.
Article

#8 passed

if

with a

unanimous voice

vote.

his

road?

There was no

motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #9
To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500 to purchase and erect signs for named public roads.
if

the

Recommended

will

by the Board of Selectmen

James Worcester moved

article #9; Edith

Dashnau seconded.

Luicinda Goslee asked what they were talking about, main, side

and house numbers? Jim Brooks stated the
22

tatler

had a

list

of

all

the roads and to scratch

Burnham Rd. Tom

Costello said

we had

already voted on firelanes, and no street signs. Jim Brooks
answered the emergency situations work on road signs. Don
Philbrick said that our primary provider

Conway

use the
example;

will still

numbers, but 91 1 wants street addresses, for
So Eaton could be serviced by Freedom or Madison. Ed Ellis
thought the amount to be a lot for such few signs. Jim Brooks
responded they had added up the poles and each sign, and had
hard figures-$19.44 per sign, and $25.00 for erection of each
sign. Ed Ellis asked if he heard $15.00? Ralph Wilkewitz asked if
house numbers were next? Jim Brooks said can't say they will be
required, but 91 1 has measured and the maps have been sent
back to be corrected, and house numbers will be assigned if you
wanted. Ralph Wilkewitz requested a secret ballot.
firelane

Mr.

Hennigan asked

for the article to

25-YES
Article

#9 passed

be voted by

ballot.

16-NO

with no motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #10
To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate $2,500 for
the purposes of monumenting the lots in the new section of
Snowville Cemetery.
if

the

Recommended
Richard

will

by the Board of Selectmen.

Shaw moved

article

#10; Lee Hurley seconded.

Judy Fowler was curious of the figure. Don Philbrick said they
truthfully had "picked if out of the air." They had estimated,
because of the trouble they had finding cemetery lots this
previous year. The markers were difficult to find, if they were to
be found. Ralph Wilkewitz asked if this job was to be contracted
out?

Don

Article

Philbrick stated yes.

#10 passed

with a voice vote.

reconsider.
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There was no motion

to

ARTICLE #11
To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
$173.00 for the support of the Mount Washington Valley
Economic Council.
if

the

Agreeable

will

to a petition signed

Recommended

sum

of

by Linda A. Jenkins and others.

by the Board of Selectmen.

James Worcester moved

article

#11; Linda Jenkins seconded.

Linda Jenkins spoke for the Economic Council and stated she had
attended many meetings and it was an exciting collection of

business people. Margaret Hewlett introduced herself as a
resident of Eaton and also a working employee of the Council.
She explained the many workings of the Council, i.e. meetings
every month, revolving loan fund through a grant, create jobs,
leadership roles, trains work force, getting children into the
community, educational help. She stated they represented twelve
towns, ten in NH and two in Maine.
Article

#1

1

passed with a unaminous voice

vote.

There was no

motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #12
To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
$770.00 for the support of the Children's Health Center.
if

the

Agreeable

to

will

sum

a petition signed by Jacqueline M. Sparks and

others.

Recommended by
Linda Jenkins

moved

the Board of Selectmen.
article

#12; Harry Fowler seconded.

Linda Jenkins provided some background information of the
Center. They provided medical services and social workers to
children and families, whether they had insurance or not. She

24

of

urged the town to support the
Article

#12 passed

with a

article.

unanimous voice

vote.

There was no

motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #13
Town

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$759.00 for support of the Gibson Center for Senior Services, Inc.

To see

if

the

Agreeable

will

to a petition signed by

Recommended

Henry M. Fowler and others.

by the Board of Selectmen.

Lucinda Goslee moved

article #'12;

Ed

Ellis

seconded.

There was no discussion.
Article

#13 passed

with a

unanimous voice

vote.

There was no

motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #14
To see
$300.00

if

the

Town

for the Early

vote to raise and appropriate the

will

Supports & Services Program

sum

(birth to

of

3

years) of Children Unlimited, Inc.

Agreeable

to a petition signed by Jacqueline M.

Sparks and

others.

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

Judy Fowler moved

article

#14; Linda Jenkins seconded.

Judy Fowler said she would be glad to answer any questions, for
Jackie Sparks had to be present at another meeting. There were
no further questions.
Article

#14 passed

with a

unanimous voice

motion to reconsider.
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vote.

There was no

ARTICLE #15
To see

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the
$567.00 to assist the Family Health Center.
if

the

Agreeable

to a petition signed

Recommended

sliding scale

women's
Article

article

and

health care.

#15 passed

of

by Judith W. Fowler and others.

#15; Margaret Hewlett seconded.

Schou stated she had worked

Shelley

sum

by the Board of Selectmen.

Kevin Flynn moverd

used a

will

did a quality job for

She urged

the town to vote for the

unanimous voice

with a

and they
prenatal and

with the Center

vote.

article.

There was no

motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #16
To see
$475.00

if

the

Town

to assist Carroll

Agreeable

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum

of

County Mental Health Services.

to a petition signed by Judith

Recommended
Richard

will

W. Fowler and

others.

by the Board of Selectmen.

Shaw moved

article

#

16; Peter Blue

Judy Fowler said she would be glad

to

seconded.

answer any questions. .She

further stated they provided services for outpatients regardless of

income.
Article

#16 passed

with a

unanimous voice

vote.

There was no

motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #17
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$391 .00 for the Visiting Nurse and Hospice Care Services of

To see

if

the

Town

will
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Northern Carroll County, Inc

Agreeable

signed by Jacqueline M. Sparks and

to a petition

others.

Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen.

Judy Fowler moved

article

#17; Shirley Blue seconded.

There was no discussion.
Article

#17 passed

unanimous voice

with a

vote.

There was no

motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #18
To see
$100.00

if

the

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the

will

sum

of

support of Starting Point providing crisis services to the
victims of domestic and sexual violence and their children.
in

Agreeable

to a petition

Recommended

signed by Judith W. Fowler and others.

by the Board of Selectmen.

Margaret Hewlett moved

article

#18; Lee Hurley seconded.

There was no discussion.
Article

#18 passed

with a

unanimous voice

vote.

There was no

motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #19
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$288.00 to defray the Disaster Relief expenses of the Mount
Washington Valley Chapter of the American Red Cross, who

To see

if

the

Town

will

takes our Cares and Concerns and puts

Agreeable

to a petition

it

into Action.

signed by Peter Blue and others.
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Recommended
Peter Blue

moved

by the Board of Selectmen.
article

#19; Linda Jenkins seconded.

Peter Blue stated he did not make many speeches, but he did
know $962.00 was spent in services.
Article

#19 passed

with a

unanimous voice

vote.

There was no

motion to reconsider.

ARTICLE #20
To

act on any other business that

may

legally

come

before this

meeting.

There was no discussion.
Jim Brooks motioned to adjourn the meeting; Rick Young
seconded.

The 1998 Eaton Town Meeting adjorned

at

8:58 PM.

Respectfully Submitted,

Colleen E. McCormack-Lane
Town Clerk
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE

TOWN OF EATON

BALANCE SHEET
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER

31,

1998

ASSETS
Cash

251,693

Taxes Receivable

136,610

Tax Liens Receivable

12,318

TOTAL ASSETS

$400,621

LIABILITIES

Warrants and Accounts Payable

Due

to

School

District

Capital Reserve

-

181 ,669

Bridges

5,764

Special Account

Encumbered Funds

TOTAL

19,940

1

-

Cemeteries

,392

2,500

LIABILITIES

$21 1 ,265

FUND EQUITY
Unreserved Fund Balance

189,357

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

$189,357

TOTAL

$400,621

LIABILITIES

AND FUND EQUITY
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FINANCIAL REPORT

REVENUES - MODIFIED ACCRUAL
Revenue from Taxes
Property Taxes

634,353
2,510
20,544
612

Resident Taxes

Taxes
Interest and Penalties

Yield

TOTAL TAXES

658,019

Revenues from Licenses, Permits & Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees

41 ,969

Building Permits

1,906

Other Licenses, Permits and Fees

1,116

TOTAL

44,991

Revenue from State of New Hampshire
Shared Revenue Block Grant
Highway Block Grant
Room & Meals Tax
Bridge Reimbursement

7,257
36,962
5,467
102,371

TOTAL

152,057

Revenue from Other Governments
Intergovernmental Revenue

FEMA
TOTAL

4,000
68,224
72,224

Revenue from Miscellaneous Sources
Interest

on Investments

Rents of Property

-

10,047

Blueberries

1,141

Insurance Dividends and Refunds

6,245

TOTAL

17,433

Interfund Operating Transfers in
Transfers from Capital Reserve Funds

TOTAL

81 ,389

81,389
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TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES
TOTAL FUND EQUITY (Beginning of year)
GRAND TOTAL
EXPENDITURES - MODIFIED ACCRUAL

GENERAL GOVERNMENT

1

,026,1

1

195,047
1,221,160

HEALTH
Animal Control

80

Health Agencies

3,256

TOTAL

3,336

WELFARE
Direct Assistance

500

TOTAL

500

CULTURE & RECREATION
Parks & Recreation

6,379

Library

2,300

TOTAL

8,679

OPERATING TRANSFERS
To

Capital Reserve

Funds

TOTAL

OTHER PAYMENTS

44,000
44,000

TOWN OF EATON
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF DECEMBER

31,

1998

Description

Town

Hall,

Furniture

Lands and Building

$709,750

and Equipment

Fire Fighting,

22,000

Lands and Buildings

3,700

Highway Department, Land and Buildings

38,550

Equipment

215,000

Materials and Supplies

Parks,

Commons and

10,000

38,550

Playgrounds

TOTAL

$1,037,550

AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the Treasurer, Tax
Collector, Trustees of the Trust Funds and Selectmen for the Town
of Eaton for the year 1996 and find that they correctly reflect the
status of these funds as of December 31 1998.
I

,

James

Worcester
Auditor, Town of Eaton
February 21, 1999
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C.

TOWN CLERK REPORT
JANUARY

1,

1998

-

DECEMBER

31,

1998

DEBIT

Car Registrations
Filing

41,969.00

Fees

8.00

Marriage Licenses

&

292.00

Vital Statistics

Dog Licenses
Title

UCC

334.00

Fees

122.00
103.00

Filings

Returned Check Fees

36.00

Overpayment
Dredge &

Fill

8.00

Permits

18.46

TOTAL

$42,890.46

CREDIT

Paid to

Town Treasurer

$42,889.46

Over/Short

$1.00

Colleen E. McCormack-Lane
Town Clerk
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FISCAL YEAR ENDED

DECEMBER 31,

DEBITS

1998

CREDITS
Levies

REMITTED TO TREASURER

1998

of:

1997

Property Taxes

Resident Taxes

Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
Interest

Penalties

Conversion to Lien

Overpayment

ABATEMENTS MADE
Property Taxes

Resident Taxes

Taxes
Credits Used

Yield

UNCOLLECTED TAXES-END OF YEAR
Property Taxes

115,561.76

17,848.70

Resident Taxes

540.00

40.00

Yield

Taxes

TOTAL CREDITS

2,618.85

$662,635.57

$61 ,01 1 .77

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Fiscal

Year Ended December

1998

31,

DEBITS
LEVIES OF
1997

Unredeemed Liens Beginning

of

Year

Liens Executed During the Year
Interests

& Costs

1996

1995

6,609.68 4,784.52
19,306.71

428.68

Collected

810.35 1,698.39

(After Lien Execution)

TOTAL DEBITS

19,735.39 7,420.03 6,482.91

CREDITS
Remitted to Treasurer
9,642.68 3,955.93 4,784.52

Redemptions
Interest

& Costs

428.68

Collected

810.35 1,698.39

(After Lien Execution)

Abatements of Unredeemed Taxes
Liens

Deeded

to Municipality

Unredeemed Liens Balance
End

of

9,664.03 2,653.75

Year

TOTAL CREDITS

19,735.39 7,420.03 6,482.91
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1998 TREASURER'S REPORT
Carol L. Mayhofer, Treasurer

The

storm and the local bridge work were a budgeting challenge
in 1998 that Eaton met admirably. Because we collect taxes twice a
year and have a very high rate of prompt tax payment we have a
cash flow that enables us to meet these expenses in a timely
manner without borrowing money.
ice

OTHER INCOME
Town

Miscellaneous
Sale of Grader

42,889.46
26,961.55
1,836.00
68,224.00
4,000.00
1,140.89
20,175.84
3,939.06
6,245.04
1 02,371 .25
2,000.00
3,939.06
1,500.00

TOTAL

285,222.15

Clerk

State of

NH

Permits

& Fees

-

Block Grant

•

-

•

.

FEMA
Conway
Blueberries

Revenue Sharing
Miscellaneous

Refunds
Bridge Reimbursement
Cemetery Plots

GENERAL FUND ACCOUNT
CITIZENS BANK
Balance on hand, January
Receipts
Receipts
Receipts

-

Tax

-

Town

-

Selectmen

1998

1,

602,605.72
42,889.46
242,393.63
635.66
270,524.37

Collector

Clerk

Interest

Net transfer in from Bond Bank
Less Orders Drawn
Less Transfers to Bond Bank
Less Bank Fees

Balance on hand, December 31

83,179.21

(1,001,165.43)
(50,000.00)
(151.00)

,

1

998

1

90,91

1

.62

BANK OF NEW HAMPSHIRE SPECIAL ACCOUNT
Balance on hand, January

1

,

1

998

40

1

,330.57

61.06

Interest

Balance on hand, December 31

,

1

998

CITIZENS MUNICIPAL
Balance on hand, January

1998

1

,391 .63

ACCOUNT

Interest

3,797.55
179.69

Balance on hand, December 31,1 998

3,977.24

1,

NEW HAMPSHIRE BOND BANK
1998

206,768.63

Transferred from General Account

109,473.74

Balance on hand, January

1,

Transferred to Checking Account
Interest

Balance on hand, December 31, 1998
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(270,000.00)
9,170.28

55,412.65

DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS

EXECUTIVE

ALPHA SOFTWARE

'

99.00

TURNER
CAROL MAYHOFER
CARTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATES
CONWAY DAILY SUN
DONALD R. PHILBRICK
HND ASSOCIATES
C. A.

350.00
800.00
650.00
1 34.00
2,027.65
15,045.33

IMSI

106.45

INTUIT

74.95

BROOKS
LAW PUBLISHING

JAMES

A.

2,000.00
554.52

LEXIS
MICHIE

43.15

MINUTEMAN PRESS
NH ASSOC. OF ASSESSING OFFICIALS
NH LOCAL WELFARE ADMIN. ASSOCIATION
NH TAX COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION

NHGFOA
NHMA
NUTREND COMPUTER
PAULHENNIGAN

639.00
20.00
25.00
1

5.00

25.00
90.00
1,578.00

15.00

PC CONNECTION

357.82

QUILL CORPORATION

1

REAL DATA CORPORATION
REGISTRY OF DEEDS
RICHARD H. YOUNG
SOUTH EATON MEETING HOUSE ASSOCIATION
SURPLUS DIRECT
T-SOFT, INC

TREASURER-NH
UNION LEADER CORPORATION
USPS
VICTORIA C. MURPHY
VIKING OFFICE PRODUCTS
VISIONEER

OVERALL TOTAL

,433.86

20.00
172.48
2,000.00
100.00

60.73
37.90
36.00
159.41

303.87
270.00
82.66
49.98
29,376.76
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ELECTIONS AND REGISTRATION

ANNE DONAHUE
COLLEEN MCCORMACK-LANE
CONWAY DAILY SUN
DONALD R. PHILBRICK

276 00
213.00
80.00
229.00
200.00
178.00
156.00
291.00
270.00
275.00
229.00
173.00

GLORIA WILLIAMS

HARRY FOWLER
JAMES A. BROOKS
LEONAE. HURLEY
LUCINDA F. GOSLEE
PAUL HENNIGAN
RICHARD H. YOUNG
VICTORIA

C.

MURPHY

OVERALL TOTAL

2,570.00

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATON

CARROLL COUNTY

46.00

COAF/FINANCIAL SERVICES
COLLEEN MCCORMACK -LANE

CONWAY

147.00
12,604.47

DAILY SUN

52.50

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FREEDOM TITLE COMPANY
LEXIS LAW PUBLISHING
NATIONAL MARKET REPORTS, INC
NEACTC
NH STATE LIBRARY
NH TAX COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION
NHCTCA
NHTCA
OFFICE MARKET
PAMELA WHITING

67.50

PATRICIA WATERMAN (LRR MEETING)
QUILL CORPORATION

36.00

REGISTRY OF DEEDS
STARK & SON MACHINING

SUSAN BROOKS
TREASURER, STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
USPS
VICTORIA

C.

MURPHY

85.00
1

5.74

32.00

25.00
10.00

65.00

40.00
87.20
14.98
8 00

75.17

34 00
23.50
80.00
62.00
521.37
3,020.55

OVERALL TOTAL

17,152.98
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REVALUATION OF PROPERTY

NORTHTOWN ASSOCIATES,

LLC

5,000.00

LEGAL EXPENSES
COOPER, DEANS & CARGILL
MITCHELL & BATES

234.00
280.37

OVERALL TOTAL

514.37

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
CFNH - WORKMAN'S COMPENSATION
NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE
SOCIAL SECURITY AND TAXES
OVERALL TOTAL

5,051 .77
14,71

1

.04

9,344.46

29,107.27

PLANNING AND ZONING
APA
CONWAY DAILY SUN
HND ASSOCIATES
MARTIN, LORD & OSMAN

156.00
21 3.00

2,001 .00
1

5.00

NHMA

20.00

OFFICE OF STATE PLANNING

62.00
28.00
24.64

PAUL SAVCHICK
REGISTRY OF DEEDS
USPS

133.11

OVERALL TOTAL

2,652.75

GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS

AT&T

214.23

BELL ATLANTIC

1,117.94

EDWIN SHACKFORD
FRANCES E. COOKE
JAMES A. BROOKS
JESSE LYMAN, INC
LOCAL LAWN & GARDEN
PSNH

330.00
2,177.00
65.95
374.50
253.73
1,676.83

HARDWARE
THE LOCK SHOP
SILVER LAKE

100.16
54.00

OVERALL TOTAL

6,364.34
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CEMETERIES
LOCAL LAWN & GARDEN

2,841.15

INSURANCE

NHMA

4,433.00

ADVERTISING AND REGIONAL ASSOCIATION

NHMA
FIRE

500.00

AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

CONWAY VILLAGE

FIRE DISTRICT

HEATHER MCKENDRY
KURT FISHER
LAWRENCE NASH
MARK HEAD
RICHARD FORTIN
THOMAS COSTELLO
THOMAS HEAD
TOM COSTELLO
TOWN OF FREEDOM
TOWN OF MADISON

15,290.00
18.34

96.57

45.85
29.84
45.85
37.30
73.36
14.92

368.13
366.03

OVERALL TOTAL

16,386.19

BUILDING INSPECTION

PAUL DORIAN

186.32

HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
ALBERT DEWITT
ALVIN COLEMAN & SON
BAILEYS AUTO SUPPLY
CARROLL SHACKFORD
COLEMAN RENTAL & SUPPLY
DONALD R. PHILBRICK
EDWIN SHACKFORD
ELWYN R. THURSTON
FRECHETTE OIL & BACKHOE SERVICE
FRECHETTE TIRE COMPANY
FRED GOSS
GRANITE STATE GLASS
HAZELTON CO. ONC
45

18,981.05

12.382.07
1,950.99

485.00
792.30
5.00

1,552 00

26,516.00
8,200.00
32.60
1,965.00

159.00
4,691.20

HOWARD

FAIRFIELD

LIBRARY

CONWAY

PUBLIC LIBRARY

2,300.00

CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS

CRASPHALT
CRBLDGS

5,000.00

CRBRIDG1

5,000.00

CRGRADER
CRTRUCK

5,000.00

3,000.00

6,000.00

OVERALL TOTAL

24,000.00

SPECIAL ARTICLES

AMERICAN RED CROSS
CARROLL COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
CHILDREN UNLIMITED
CHILDREN'S HEALTH CENTER
CAPITAL RESERVE - BRIDGE
CAPITAL RESERVE - ASPHALT
GIBSON CENTER SENIOR SERVICES, INC
HAZELTON CO. ONC (GRADER)

288.00
475.00
300.00
770.00
10,000.00
1 0,000.00
759.00
77,697.00
173.00
100.00
885.20
391 .00

MWVEC
STARTING POINT
TREASURER STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
VISITING NURSE SERVICES

OVERALL TOTAL
ICE

1

01 ,838.20

STORM

ALBERT DEWITT

1,406.00

COLEMAN & SON
CARROLL SHACKFORD
ELWYN R. THURSTON
LANCE BOLDUC
LOCAL LAWN & GARDEN
MACDONALD MOTORS
NATURAL RESOURCE CONSULTANTS
DONALD R. PHILBRICK

1,026.16

ALVIN

RICHARD HEATH INC
RICHARD HEATH JR
SHACKFORD LOGGING

5,752.00

33,149.00

840.00
1,182.89
1,454.00

693.00
10.66

3,780.00

13,440.00
5,105.00
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OVERALL TOTAL

67,838.71

FEMA FLOOD DAMAGE
ALBERT DEWITT

1

,660.38

1

,321 .95

COLEMAN & SON
ELWYN R. THURSTON
FRECHETTE OIL & BACKHOE SERVICE

25,074.00

OVERALL TOTAL

30,438.33

ALVIN

2,382.00

SCHOOL DISTRICT
EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT

341

COUNTY
CARROLL COUNTY

^

SPECIAL PROJECT - POTTER RD BRIDGE
ALVIN COLEMAN & SON

CONWAY DAILY SUN
HOYLE, TANNER & ASSOCIATES

OVERALL TOTAL

,21

0.50

33,801.00

87,674.24
80.00
7,364.38

95,118.62
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
has been another eventful year for the Town. The Town
was severely hit by the ice storm in January 1998 and, long before
the clean up was complete, the rain storms of June wreaked more
havoc. Costs to the town exceeded $100,000 but, in both cases,
Carroll County was declared a disaster area and FEMA (the Federal
Emergency Management Agency) and the State are picking up
about 87.5% of the costs. However, the form filling that has to be
It

done

is

awesome!

Recovery from the ice storm in many cases will be very slow
and the fire risk will be high this year if the weather is very dry. In
other instances the ice storm was beneficial - it opened up views
some homeowners did not know they had! One consequence was
the formation this winter of a Community Preparedness Committee
composed of Leslie Feron, Jerry Underwood and Jim Worcester.
Their recommendations are included elsewhere in this report.
on Potter Rd was
another highlight of 1998. The engineers (Hoyle, Tanner &
Associates) worked well with the contractor (A. J. Coleman, Inc) and
the disruption to traffic when the new concrete span was installed
was minimal. The cost of the project was just over $125,000 and
very close to the ohginal estimates. The State Department of
Transportation has already reimbursed the Town for 80% of the
cost. The next bhdge to be tackled is on Towie Hill. The Selectmen
have already applied for bridge aid funds but they may not be
available until the year 2001. However, it is hoped to get the
engineering studies and the bridge design completed this year.

The replacement

of

one

of the bridges

Problems at the Beach continue to occupy the Town. Beach
attendants were almost none existent for much of the summer
because no-one was willing to do the job despite raising the salary.
A committee was formed to study the issues. Members included
Johnny Edge, Linda Jenkins, Nancy Burns, Ralph Wilkewitz and

Young representing the Selectmen. The
committee is proposing a beach ordinance that the Townspeople will
have a chance to discuss and vote on at the Annual Meeting. The
Selectmen will be meeting shortly with the new Carroll County

Terry

Head

with Rick

49

Sheriff, Scott Carr,

to discuss

enforcement issues.

On

a lighter and brighter note, the swim program, run by
Heather Woodward, continues to be a big success and is
increasingly popular with nonresidents (who pay for the priviledge).
The July 4'^ picnic that Ralph Wiikewitz organizes continues to get
more popular. The big tent (rented from the South Eaton Meeting
House) was tried for the first time and was a big success. It will be

back

this year.

Town

Hall

Grounds Crew Taking a Break

Jared Brooks (son of Selectmen Jim) undertook landscaping
of the Town Hall grounds as one of his community projects for his
Eagle Scout - (which he has now completed successfully!) A grant
from the Pequawket Foundation and matching funds from the Town
were used to buy supplies and matehals. A large group of volunteers
(and Fred Goss and his machinery) descended onto the Town Hall
grounds one weekend in the summer and had quite an impact,

making much needed improvements

to the area.

The Highway Department was treated well by the voters last
year and they have a new grader and a new truck. Work on putting
in new culverts on Paul Hill Rd, delayed from last year, was
completed this summer. There has also been extensive work done
on Stewart Rd above the Snowvillage Inn.
50

plates.

The Town is now an approved agency for issuing license
Colleen McCormack-Lane said there is a mixed reaction to

the newly designed State plates.

A few years ago the

Planning Board addressed the problem
of conflict of interest and drew up guidelines for its members to
follow when addressing formal applications presented to the Board.
It

is

very

difficult to

avoid

some

conflict of interest issues in a small

town because many of us are connected in one way or another - and
whether we like it or not! Nevertheless, the scrutiny and standards
to which even local governments are expected to conform these
days are becoming ever more stringent. The Selectmen are currently
working with the attorney to formulate a policy applicable to all Town
officials and employees that would ensure the Town's operations

and

ethical practices are

The Town

beyond reproach.

sad farewell to three long time residents,
Louis Feron, Dorothy Timberlake and Carleton Stuart. Louis Feron
was a distinguished sculptor of international reputation and he
served on the Conservation Commission for 17 years. Dorothy
Timberlake was also well known, particularly to the children, for her
bid a

candies.

Several cemetery markers in the Snowville Cemetery have
got misplaced over the years and the location of some of the plots
is a little uncertain. Thorne Surveys have been hired to survey and
monument as needed and they should complete the work this
spring. Between now and then please keep breathing!

The Claremont school

issue

continues to elude easy

resolution. Current proposals before the Legislature

may make

Eaton a "donor" community and raise the taxes further. Overall,
however, the Town is surviving the tax roller coaster quite well due,
in part, to an excellent cash flow and well structured capital reserve
funds.

Donald R. Philbrick
Richard H. Young

James
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A. Brooks

PLANNING BOARD
The Planning Board has had a quiet year for applications
with two boundary line adjustment, one site plan review and two
notices of merger. The Planning Board has had to grapple with a
contemporary planning issue that of ensuring adequate access to
any site where there may be a building. Accordingly, the Legislature
has tightened up on stipulating where building can occur but it is
creating some confusion for Planning Boards and Selectmen. It has
also raised issues on road standards and whether they need to be
uniform throughout the Town.

The Planning Board held a Public Hearing on a scenic
section of Stewart Rd that the Selectmen were proposing to improve
to facilitate maintenance and winter plowing. The proposals were
approved.

One zoning change

being proposed for the

Town

Meeting.
It concerns setbacks from wetlands, streams and other water bodies
for the installation of septic tanks and leach fields. The present Town
is

ordinance calls for a 125' for leach field and 75' for septic tanks.
When this was first enacted, the Board did not find the State
standards sufficiently protective of wetland areas and for many years
the Town's standards were tougher than those of the State. In recent
times, however, the State has moved to performance based
standards in which setbacks are determined by the soil type and not
by some arbitrary distance factor. The Planning Board is
recommending that the Town follow these same standards.
During the year the Board bid farewell (and thanks) to John
Connelly, who has retired to Memphis and more golf. He was a
tremendous asset to the Board. New and welcome additions to the
Board are Victoria Murphy, Margaret Hewlett and Sunni Wilkewitz.

The

Improvement Committee got back

gear - at
least until they found out the costs for paving some of the roads in
Town. They will return to work when they have recovered! In the
meantime the Master Plan still beckons and the Board has been
closely following the activities over in Madison where they have
developed a telecommunications ordinance. A key feature of that
ordinance is the need to preserve the scenic qualities of the town, an
Capital
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PREPAREDNESS

Organized by residents of Eaton with assistance from
Red Cross and UNH Cooperative Extension

Annerican

The

National Geographic Society has pointed out that"

hazard only beconnes a disaster when it occurs where people
(What about our pets?) As some Eaton residents know,

Hampshire

is

prone to

drought being by far the most pervasive and long lasting

damage and

live."

New

hurricanes, drought and

ice storms,

in

A

fire,

terms

Quakes, tornadoes and flooding are
possible. Vulnerability to all of the natural hazards above is on the
rise. The potential service failures caused by the Y2K Computer
problem are a very real threat.

of

suffering.

This committee, appointed by the Eaton Selectmen midJanuary, 1999, has been asked to outline a possible plan of action
in

times of emergency to be implemented

Selectmen.

Give

first

We

at the discretion of the

propose the following:

consideration to the disabled, elderly, and children. They

should be considered

first in

an emergency.

Eaton's topography and housing

map

suggest sixteen or more

clusters of neighbors.

Establish

leadership

within

each

cluster.

Seek

opinions

of

Encourage involvement and cooperation throughout
Eaton community

residents.

communication with each other: Color
placards placed in a window indicating an emergency need and a
sound signal when telephone service and electric power is down,
also a carrier service to a pre-determined base such as Town Hall
and a relay system to the next cluster.
Establish

a system

of

Get professional advice on the
communication with authorities.

most

efficient

system

of

Install

a generator at

Town

Hall.

Have hard copy back up on Town

Locate Eaton's base radio. Is there a Ham radio operator in
Eaton? Find out if our Town Hall qualifies as a Red Cross shelter.
Have Red Cross First Aid Kits there. Consider a second shelter.
Get advice about supplies needed until emergency services arrive.

files.

Have Eaton's hand-held

radios operable and available. Update

Eaton's Fire Map.

Encourage residents to take a Red Cross First Aid course.
Emphasize individual preparedness. Encourage residents to keep
checklists of supplies in the home and priorities in emergency
situations. Provide information on how to do this.
Leslie

Jerry

Feron

Underwood

Jim Worcester

issue that Eaton needs also to address.

An unusual

request to the Board was whether there was any
interest in participating in a wind speed research experiment
involving the construction of very tall towers on Foss Mt. There was
a noticeable lack of enthusiasm for the project!

The Planning Board continues
Wednesday on the month.

to

meet on the

third

Paul Savchick (Chairman)
Richard Shaw
Victoria

Murphy

Scott Maclntyre

Sunni Wilkewitz
Jim Brooks
Margaret Hewlett

Don
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Hall (Alternate)

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
1998 the Eaton Conservation Commission engaged in many of
its routine activities and worked to complete projects from the past
year as well as taking on new projects and responsibilities.
In

The Commission continues to review Dredge and Fill applications
and forest management related Minimum Impact notifications in
its

capacity as liaison to the

1998

saw

the

one

applications,

Commission

timber

in

reviewing

two

Dredge

Bureau.

and

Fill

less than last year.

Twenty Notice(s) of
by the Commission
applications

New Hampshire Wetlands

Intent to

damaged by

Wood

Many

or

Timber were reviewed

was up by

twelve from eight
of the timber harvests were to salvage

1998. This

in

1997.

Cut

the 1998 ice storm.

on the Foss Mountain Trail continued at a slower pace this
past summer.
All work
under the terms of our National
Recreational Trails Fund grant is scheduled for completion by the
September 1999 grant deadline.

Activity

1998 was on Brooks Pasture with
$1,140.89 going to the Eaton Conservation Fund.

The blueberry harvest
proceeds of

in

This year the Conservation Commission started brush clearing
work to reclaim grown over blueberry barrens on the slopes of
Foss Mountain. The goal is to increase production in those areas
through a program of clearing and burning to increase blueberry

income and assure that the the open views from Foss remain
open.

The Commission continued

commitment

conservation
education by making it possible for twelve Eaton children to attend
camp sessions at various Tin Mountain Conservation Center sites.
Enrollment was up by four children from last year. Eaton children
its

attending last

summer were Jenna

Goodwin,

Brett

Jenkins-Provost,
Pliskin,

Sean

Cairns,

Guerringue,
Lee
Ben Jenkins-Provost,

Pliskin,

to

Sarah

Fortin,

Guerringue,

Jacob

Anne

Kyle
Matthew Kelly,
Courtney Simonds, and Philip Trapasso.
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Dick Fortin's Mount Washington Valley Academy students spent
time on Town lands conducting mammal inventories, ice storm

damage assessments, and

vernal pool

measurements as

The students reported on their
Conservation Commission at its June meeting.

their curriculum.

part of

projects to the

1998 the Eaton Conservation Commission completed its third
season of monitoring the quality of Eaton's lakes, ponds, and
streams as participants in the New Hampshire Lay Lakes
Monitoring Program (N.H. LLMP).
The great success of this
program is due to a dedicated group of volunteers led by Richard
Fortin. Thanks to Dick, Harry Fowler and Anne Donahue of the
Commission and to the core group of volunteers who stayed with
In

it

for a third

season.

Results of the third year of participation in this program will be
presented at our April meeting. All are welcome to attend what
promises to be an informative session on the quality of Eaton's

water resource.

One

on the Commission's agenda
has been the salvage of ice storm damaged timber on Town
lands.
Preliminary damage assessments were conducted and
presented to the Commission in 1998.
1999 will see the
Commission formulating plans and following through on timber
of the

most

significant topics

A

concurrent effort to develop a
comprehensive plan for the management of Town lands will also
get underway.

salvage

in

specific

areas.

Regular meetings of the Eaton Conservation Commission are
held at the Evans Memorial Building at 7:30 PM on the second
Monday of the month. Meetings are postponed one week when
the regularly scheduled meeting date falls on a holiday. Special
meetings are given public notice.

Commission meetings
are open to the public. All are welcome to attend and those
wishing to join or help in any other way may contact Commission
Chairman Paul M. Savchick,
any Conservation Commission
member, or the Selectmen at Town Hall.
Please note that

all

regular Conservation
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started
a former Alternate on the Commission,
college in the fall at St. Michaels in Vermont. The Commission
will miss her regular and thoughtful participation.

Kristen

Ellis,

The names

of those

above are as

listed

members

responsible for the actions reported

below along with the expiration dates of

their

terms.

Paul M. Savchick, Chairman
Richard Fortin, Vice Chmn./Sec
Henry M. Fowler

Anne K. Donahue
Mamie Cobbs
Richard Young
(Selectmen's Representative)
Laurence Nash, Alternate
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2000
2000
1999
2000
1999

Eaton Conservation Fund
Balance January

1,

1998

2,962.97

Disbursements
Robert van Raden

2,1

Tin Mountain Conservation Center

1,375.00

Tin Mountain Consen/ation Center

2,010.00

Richard Fortin

Charles

42.99

Macomber

200.00

NH Assoc of Conservation Commissions

125.00

Robert van Raden
Carroll

05.00

3,000.00

County Sheriff

72.00

Deposits

Management Fund

Transfer from Forest
L.

A. Merrifield

(1998 blueberries)

Transfer from Henney Conservation Fund
Interest

3,000.00
1,140.89

12,000.00

on deposits

Balance on December 31

21 .29
,

Forest

Balance on January

1,

1998

1

998

Management Fund

1

0,1 95.1

BEACH COMMITTEE
The Beach Committee was formed

problems
that have arisen at the beach in recent years. An ordinance has
been developed that will be presented to the voters at Town
Meeting in March. The key elements are:
to study the

Beach passes should be restricted
and taxpayers.
A beach pass will be required.

1

2.

to

Town

4.

No glass containers will be
No dogs will be allowed on

In

addition to the proposed ordinance a

3.

residents

allowed on the beach.
the beach.

number

of other

recommendations have been made many of which are aimed at
fostering community awareness and ownership of the beach. The
recommendations are as follows:
Involve the children of Eaton on beach issues. Institute

1.

an environmental workshop as part of the summer swim program.
Construct a beach attendant's booth at the entrance to
the beach parking area.
2.

Pour two concrete

3.

other for the

slabs,

for the

booth and the

toilets.

Construct a stockade fence to enclose
months and remove it after Labor Day.

4.

summer

one

toilets for

the

Provide some type of phone system for the beach
attendants so they can call for assistance immediately if
necessary.
5.

Schedule beach (parking) attendant hours as Mon-Fri;
12-4:Sat-Sun; 11 -5.
6.

Beach attendants should be compensated a fair wage
be visible, enforce the ordinance and keep the beach

7.

($8/hr),

clean.
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A

beach clean up day should be scheduled. The
clean up day for 1999 has been set for Saturday, May 8'^ at 9:00
a.m. John Edge has volunteered his equipment to do landscaping
around the beach and resetting posts. Fence posts and rails along
the road should be repaired and painted. There will be a BBQ and
8.

yearly

refreshments to follow.

A

design contest will be initiated to encourage Eaton
children to design a T shirt logo for the beach attendants to wear.
9.

discussed was the possibility of erecting a gate at
the parking lot entrance. A gate could be closed at 10 p.m. to
discourage congregation of vehicles at the beach. It was
suggested that this measure be researched more before
10. Also

implementation.
11.

beach signing and explore the
educating the public through new and better signs.

Review the

possibility of

The

existing

Tatler should be

used

issues to the Townspeople and to

solicit

12.

communicating these
input from them.
for

Linda Jenkins

Nancy Burns
Terry Head
John Edge
Ralph Wilkewitz
Rick
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Young

WASHINGTON VALLEY
ECONOMIC COUNCIL

MT.

The mission

of the

Mt.

Council "to improve and diversify

Washington Valley Economic
the economic vitality in the Mt.

Washington Valley Region" continues to serve as a guiding light
for all the activities that the Board of Directors advocates. Helping
businesses with

legislative issues, providing information

the "Safety Plan Workshop",

"Electric

such as

Coop Forum", and

the

ongoing Business Leader's Breakfasts and technology sessions,
"Bits, Bytes and Business", as well as the "Industrial Roundtables"

examples of ways the Council works for business and the
community at large. The recent Northland Shoe Closing, although
located in Fryeburg, did impact area businesses and employees
and the Council responded immediately. We were instrumental in
the success of the NH Job Council's Machine Tool Training
are

all

Program. Our revolving loan fund, having provided now four loans
to area businesses continues to grow and the interest from these
loans will help conthbute to the Council's sustainability over time.

The Council
electric

will

costs,

businesses

in

continue to explore the possibility of lowering

which
the

will

Mt.

MWVEC can

continue to

twelve towns

we

ultimately

benefit

all

and

citizens

Washington Valley. With your
work to strengthen the economies

help,

of the

serve.

Margaret Hewlett
Executive Director
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE
FOREST RANGER
To

your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State

aid

Forest Ranger, contact your local
find out

if

a permit

RSA

Violations of

is

Warden

or Fire Department to

ANY

required before doing

227-L: 17, the

permit law and the other

fire

New Hampshire

burning laws of the State of

outside burning.

are misdemeanors

punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year
are also liable for

in jail.

Violators

suppression costs.

all fire

There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire
Division of Forests and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State
Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with forest fire
suppression, prevention and training programs as well as the
enforcement of forest fire and timber harvest laws. If you have
any questions regarding forest
call our office at 271-2217.

There are 2400 Forest

fire

or timber harvest laws, please

Wardens and Deputy

Fire

Forest Fire

Wardens throughout the state. Each town has a Forest Fire
Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest
Rangers

with

forest

enforcement. Early

in

1998 we experienced an

caused severe damage

forests

to

damage

created a greater potential

hazards

to

many areas

fire

of the state.

hit

New

of

call

The State
patrols

ice storm,

law

which

Hampshire.

in

local fire

This

warden and

preventing wildfires

in

you need
damaged woodlands,

areas and throughout the State.

assistance or information dealing with ice

please

and

hazard as well as safety

Your

Forest Rangers need your assistance

these hard

prevention,

suppression,

fire

If

1-800-444-8978.
of

New Hampshire

and 3 contract
is

fire

towers, 2 mobile

aircraft patrols. This early detection

reports from citizens aid

departments. This

operates 15

a

in

the quick response from local

critical

factor
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in

and
fire

controlling the size of

wildland fires and keeping the loss of property and suppression

costs as low as possible.

1998 FIRE STATISTICS
(All

Fires Reported thru

December

FIRES REPORTED (BY COUNTY)
Belknap

23, 1998)

CAUSES OF FIRES

SCHOOL

DISTRICT OF EATON

SCHOOL BOARD
Term Expires 2000
Term Expires 1999
Term Expires 2001

Jane K. Gray, Chair
John Eastman
Sandra Thoms

MODERATOR
Mark Provost

TREASURER
Susan Brooks

CLERK
Laura M. Nash

AUDITOR
James Worcester

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT NO. 9 PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Superintendent of Schools
Dr. Judith S. Wooster, Assistant Superintendent
Maureen Soraghan, Director of Special Services
James Hill, Director of Administrative Services
Becky Jefferson, Director of Budget & Finance
Pamela Merriman, Preschool Coordinator (80%)
Francoise Burdette, Preschool Educator/Consultant (20%)
Dr. Carl J. Nelson,
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WARRANT FOR ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT
To the
County

inhabitants of the School Distnct

of Carroll,

and State

of

New

in

the

Town

Hampshire, qualified

of Eaton,
to vote in

District affairs:

You are hereby

notified to

meet

at the

Town

on Tuesday, the 9th day of March, 1999,
following District Officers. Polls will be open for
1 1 :00 a.m., and will not close before 7:00 p.m.
District

Hall in said

to vote for the
this

purpose

ARTICLE

1.

To

elect a

ARTICLE

2.

To

elect a Clerk for the ensuing year.

ARTICLE

3.

To

elect a

Moderator

for the

at

ensuing year.

member of the School Board

for the

ensuing three years.

ARTICLE

4.

To

elect a Treasurer for the ensuing year.

ARTICLE

5.

To

elect

an Auditor

for the

ensuing year.

YOU ARE ALSO NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE SAME
PLACE AT 4:00 P.M. ON THE SAME DAY TO ACT UPON THE
FOLLOWING ARTICLES.
ARTICLE

6.

To see

if

the School District

will

vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 to be placed in the Capital
Reserve Fund (School Bus), established at the 1975 school district
meeting, to be held in the custody of the Trustees of Trust Funds for
the

Town

of Eaton.

ARTICLE

7.

(Recommended by
To see

if

the School Board)

the School District

will

vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of four hundred sixty-four thousand, four
hundred and sixteen dollars ($464,416.00) for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries for school district officials and
agents, and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the
District,

exclusive of other articles.

Board)
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(Recommended by

the School

ARTICLE 8. To transact any other business that may legally
come

before this meeting.

Given under our hands,

this 1st

day of February, 1999.

Jane K. Gray
John Eastman
Sandra Thoms

A TRUE COPY OF WARRANT - ATTEST
Jane K. Gray
John Eastman
Sandra Thoms
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Eaton School District Meeting
Minutes
March 10, 1998

The annual meeting
to order at 4:00 p.m.

voters

in

of the

Eaton School

District

was

called

by School Moderator: Mark Provost, with 62

attendance.

Articles 1-5 were voted on by ballot and the following were
elected:

Treasurer:

Mark Provost
Laura M. Nash
Sandra Thorns
Susan Brooks

Auditor:

James Worcester

Moderator:
Clerk:

School Board:

(3 year)

Article 6.

Jane Gray, moved

amended)
district
in

to

accept the provisions of

RSA

195 (as

providing for the establishment of a cooperative school

together with the Schools Districts of Albany and Conway,

accordance with the provisions

of the

proposed

articles

of

agreement. John Eastman seconded the motion.
School Moderator: Mark Provost moved
Linda

recommends

Jenkins

is

why

the

School

Board

the cooperative school agreement?

Jane Gray,
foremost

questioned

for discussion.

replied for

numerous reasons

the representation. Currently

we have

representation, our tax dollars and our children

but the

first

and

taxation without

go

to

Conway

how our money is spent and no
direct say in the policies of how our children are educated.
later on Conway decides
Secondly,
gives us long term stability,
schools but

we have no say

in

if

it

to pull out of the

Area agreement.
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Ed

Ellis,

questioned,

how would

the coop give us

more

representation?

Jane Gray,

replied

it

would give each of us a vote on the

budget.

Ed

Ellis,

replied that

we would have

to vote in

Conway.

Jane Gray, stated, no, that we would still vote here in
Eaton, because it involves the SB-2 process, and any changes
would be on the ballot, and we would vote right here in Eaton.

Ed

Ellis,

questioned

how many board members would

Eaton have?

Jane Gray, replied, 1 member from Eaton, 1 member from
Albany, and 7 members from Conway, and that's based on the
one man one vote principal.
John Connelly, questioned, how much
for the next 10 years

in

relationship to

is

this

what we pay now,

would be very costly and with having only one

that

it

that

now with

it's

vote,

it

seems

we have

the Area agreement?

Jane Gray,
authority,

going to cost

replied that the

Area Board has no vote or

advisory only.

John Connelly,

still

questioned,

how one

vote out of seven

would make a difference?

Jane Gray, replied, it's more than just the one school
board vote. You can vote on the budget, the representation, and
where your taxes will go, it's more than just the one school board
vote.

John Connelly, questioned,
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if

Conway decides

to

spend

$20

million dollars

on a new

building,

what percentage are we

going to pay?

Jane Gray, replied, were going to pay our percentage no
matter what, because if Conway decides to build or not we still
have to pay our percentage whether we're apart of the coop or
not.

John Connelly, questions, that from the
it's

going to leave us even worse

off

than

we

ratio

he sees now

are now.

Jane Gray, replies. Under the system we have now we will
be paying more, because the tuition rates will go up and the rental
charges will go up. Right now we pay the rental charge which will
go away, when the coop goes into affect.

Meg Gospodarek,

questioned, what happens

if

Conway

does not pass the coop?
Jane Gray,

needs

to

replied,

then the coop would not pass. The vote

be unanimous between

all

three school

Carol Mayhofer, Questioned, at the

was

districts.

last public

hearing

it

stated that Eaton would be responsible for an additional

$35,000.00 a year, and

would not be responsible

Jane Gray,

same meeting

at the

for the cost of

replied, no,

we

will

Benson
the equipment?
Mr.

said,

we

not be responsible for the

cost of the equipment.

Carol Mayhofer, questioned, the debt that
the buildings

was addressed

in

the original articles and

addressed

in

of law that

we will be responsible for a portion of
we are buying a whole portion of the

seems as

these particular

articles.

if
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Conway has on

However,

I

is

not

know by appoint
that debt,

and

it

appraised value

of the building,

on top of a portion of Conway debts?

Jane Gray,
paying a portion of

replied,

we look at we will be
now we pay through rent
we are part owners we

no matter how

Conway

debts. Right

it,

and we pay roughly $350.00, per child. If
will not pay rent. The Assets will not be an additional cost because
we have already paid for a portion of those and they will not be a
separate item.
Carol Mayhofer, asked for that to be repeated?

Jane Gray,
the

fixed

assets,

replied, this will not

they were

be an additional charge

already

paid

for

for

as they were

purchased over the years, as part of the operating budget or from
grant money.

John Connelly, questioned,

if

Mr.

Benson agrees

with

what

Jane explained?
Mr.

Harry

equipment and so
has been an issue
in

the buy out

is

Benson,

replied,

fixed

forth are not included in the

assets

for

buy out fees, and

Conway, and the only piece that is included
the appraised value of the land and the building

down

if

we

are going to buy

some

you have already paid a portion

why

of

the road?

Mr. Harry Benson, replied, no they are already there,

pay, that's

the

for

John Connelly, questioned,
the fixed assets

the

for

there not included

them through the

now?

Conway School
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you

in this article.

John Connelly, questioned, who owns the

Mr. Benson, replies,

tuition

and

District.

fixed assets

John Connelly, questions, then why are they going
convey

it

to

to the cooperative without consideration?

Mr. Benson, states, Yes.

John Connelly, asked, where does

and operating expenses

Mr. Benson, replied, the capitol

Conway School

District,

John Connelly,

where

it

as

article 5, of

states,

say that?

it

the cooperative agreement.

he does not see within

states the fixed assets that

of

this article

Conway now owns

Mr. Benson, states, that those are contained

are listed?

in article 4,

of

the cooperative agreement.

John Connelly,

states, article 4,

and become the property

says

of the Cooperative

Mr. Benson, replies, that correct,

the face value by the Department of

if

will

be purchased by

Agreement?

purchasing the

Revenue

facility,

Administration,

is

$19,300,000.00, and purchasing more shares of the prior school
aide paid to Conway, is approximately, $3.2 million, so you are
also purchasing your share of approximately $16 million.

John Connelly, questioned, whether Mr. Benson was
satisfied with the state appraisal of the school system?
doesn't matter if he was satisfied or
not, the law says the state can do that, personally
thought it
would be a little higher.
Mr. Benson, replied,

it

I

John Connelly,
lower,

considering

problems and the

he thought
always reading

states,

we're

it

would have been
about the heating

ventilation system, of the past.
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Mr. Benson, replied, that

we have

appraisal, consist of four schools

to understand, that the

and the superintendents

office

building, not just Kennett.

Linda Jenkins, questioned that it would cost the town
$35,000.00 a year, and did they come up with that figure?

Jane Gray, replied, that was an original guess before they
had any facts and figures. Based on what we have for an
appraised value and everything else, it looks like Eaton's annual
cost would be approximately $49,000.00 a year. But we also have
two capitol reserve funds with approximately, $122,000.00 in them
right now, to use a little each year to help offset some of that.

more than what

Mr. Benson, clarified, that's $49,000.00

you currently pay.
Linda Jenkins, questions, that we currently pay $350.00
per child rental on top of our tuition. The problem seems to be that
this a complicated issue that the school board inadequately
furnished the information of facts and figures to the towns people
and that it seems to be in a hurry to get this passed without
everyone knowing the full extent and the ramification of this long
term agreement, and Albany and Eaton votes will not make a bit of
difference against Conway voters, and we will be stuck in this long
term arrangement with no way out, and Conway will still be getting
all the money. States, we should have been better informed.

Jane Gray, responded, that they held four public hearings,
that were very, very, poorly attended, and doesn't know why! The
School Board members are available anytime to call, and they
have tried put as much information in the paper, wasn't that they
were not trying to get that information out, but they couldn't come
forward with firm facts and figures until they got the appraisal from
the state, and as soon as they did, we held a public hearing.
wished that a lot more people had come to ask questions and
come to the meetings. Linda Jenkins, states that as for herself, she
has two children and can not get out at night for meetings and that
it

I

it

is

perfectly predictable that people are not going to
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come

to the

meetings and that

way

to lay

is

it

all

is

not the best

way

to get the

out on paper and circulate

word out. The best
around town, or
it

the paper. Also questions that her understanding of
the Area agreement is that after three years the sending towns
publish

it

in

have the option of pulling out of the Area agreement with Conway
School Districts cooperation, that is not a unilateral decision?
it

Mr. Benson, intervened stating that any sending disthct,

Area agreement.
Before the withdrawal will be approved by the State Board of
Education a plan must be presented on how you could locate your
kids, but Conway would not have a say.

with the appropriate votes can withdraw from the

Linda Jenkins: Agrees with having a choice on where to
send her kids but being locked into a long term agreement with

Conway

is

not her idea of a choice.

State Representative: Donald Philbrick: conveys that the

government is currently working on changing how receiving
districts and
sending districts can withdraw from an Area
agreement. It will make
much simpler to withdraw, and they are
also working on making the AREA agreement a fixed 10 year
agreement. Also, currently we have no alternative education
system, people can talk about sending their children to other
schools but it's the kids who like to remain with their friends and
not have to worry about where they will be going to school next
year. feel very strongly that the coop would be more beneficial for
state

it

I

all

of us.

Mr. William's, states that having

one board member

in

the

useless if the school board thinks it's going to benefit the
town. Secondly, would the existing school board of Eaton would
remain or would it terminate? Also, How would we benefit from the
cooperative agreement?
coop,

is

Jane Gray, replied. Yes, we will lose our three person
school board that has no authority, but to hire a school bus driver.
We have no authority to make any decisions on policies that effect
our kids, we have no authority on decisions that effect the budget.
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we pay

our bus driver. Maybe one person is not going
to n^iake the difference, but as you the voters can, how many votes
in Conway have been decided on by 20 or 40 votes,. Eaton voters
can make a difference!

except what

Paul Hennigan, states, that he himself does not always
have the time to come to meetings, but we as voters, chose three
very hard working people to be our board members, and has yet
past year to approach anyone of them, that hasn't yet giving
me a satisfactory answer relevant to this issue. So think we are
as well informed as we can be with the data they have, and want

this

I

the people to

know

this.

Carol Mayhofer, states, that she attended the last public
hearing, and was given hand outs, and no where did it state that

we would be

absorbing some of Conway debts. So even if you go
to the meetings, your still not getting the complete information.
Pat Philbrick, states, the she comes to the meetings and
says nothing but would like to commend the school board on their
work and that it's unfortunate that there are a few people, who
misconstrue, what is being done for this town.

Mark Guerringue, states currently is against the coop for a
couple of reasons, 1. The cost of approximately $50,000.00 a
year, and 2. The idea representation is great but it's not only

who

be voting for that representative, Conway will be
voting as well, and as much as we like it to be Jane Gray, the
Concern Citizens of Conway, could find someone else from Eaton,
who would represent them, better. So the representation might not
be what we would like. Also, being locked in for 10 years, is too
long without having other options on where to send our kids to
Eaton

will

school.

Carol Mayhofer, claims that the school board of Eaton
does not have much power against the Conway school system,
but they do, if, they were to hire an attorney to represent the town
of

Eaton against any thing that Conway does.
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Meg Gospodarek,
changes

on

the

representation

Don

in

state

questions, whether there
giving

level,

sending

will

be any

districts

more

the Area agreement?

any changes are strictly for
withdrawal from the Area agreement. Also, with the Area
agreement, if Conway decides to build any additional buildings,
and they go to the Area planning board they have 45 days in which
to approach sending districts to participate, if the sending districts
decline, Conway has the right to kick out that sending district from
the Area agreement, and that district will have to find it's own
schools for it's children. So either way, you will have to pay for
Philbrick,

states,

no,

schooling.

John Connelly, questions,
and who pays for the windfall?

The

to explain

what we are buying

a piece of state law as
it relates to state building aide. A number of years ago Plymouth
decided to form a cooperative and discovered they could go out
and buy up the buildings from the other towns and get state aide
Mr. Benson, replies,

windfall

is

them. Three years ago, Exeter, decided to form a cooperative,
and applied for state aide and found out how surprisingly much it
would cost, with what the law said. They got the state aide. They

for

were the

first

ones

to get the prior state aide

backed

out.

As

of

changed, that basically says, A cooperative
that has existing buildings does not get state aide. There are two
towns up for that, this year, one is Goffstown and the other is
Conway. After this the percentage changes. The state aide for a
cooperative is 40% of the appraise value plus 5% for each sending
district over 2. So the annual cost is 45% of the appraise value,
less any state aide that has been paid. So roughly 45% of the
appraised value = $16 million that goes to Conway. Which accrues
to Eaton as your share of the buy out, which approximately is $1 .5
July

1,

1998, the law

is

million.

that

John Connelly, questions, if the buildings are x amount
debt, do we have to pay that debt?
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of

John Connelly,

Is

the value of the buildings reduced by that

debt?
Mr. Benson, replies, No.

John Connelly, questions, are we paying twice?
Mr. Benson, states, no personal

answer

new

is

why should we approve

comment, but Conway's

to fix assets

why

not just pay for

ones..

Don

Philbrick,

states, that the legislature

is

in

favor of

coops as a way of bringing small towns together to form a school
district. To encourage this they voted the money for building aide.

came along the state realized that was costing too
much and too many towns were trying taking advantage of the
state aide. That's why the current towns have until July 1, 1998 to

After Exeter

it

get their articles passed

in

order to be

eligible.

Mark Guerringue, states, that this is a complicated issue,
and to blame anyone for the town being uninformed is ludicrous,
Jane Gray has been very spectacular in being straight forward.
Secondly,

moved

for a vote.

Moderator: Mark Provost,

moved

for

the

motion to be

seconded.

John Eastman, seconded the motion.
Moderator; Mark Provost, adjourned the meeting at 4:38
p.m. for casting of ballots. The meeting reconvened at 4:55 p.m..
The motion was defeated, Yes 23 - No 30.
Article 7:

and appropriate the sum of
$2000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve fund (School Bus),
established at the 1975 school district meeting, to be held in the
custody of the Trustees of Trust Funds for the town of Eaton.

Don

Philbrick

moved

to raise
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John Eastman seconded the motion.

moved

Moderator: Mark Provost

John Connelly, questions,
what happens to the school bus?

if

for discussion.

the cooperative

is

adopted

Jane Gray, replies, the school bus would become
Conway's, but the capital reserve fund would remain to the town of
Eaton, and help to off set the cost for the cooperative.
Article 8.

John Eastman moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
four hundred fifty-six thousand, two hundred and five dollars
($456,205.00) for the support of schools, for the payment of
school

and agents, and

salaries

for

payment

of the statutory obligations of the District, exclusive of

district

officials

for

the

other articles.

Sandra Scharin, seconded the motion.
Moderator: Mark Provost

and

is

moved

for discussion.

Jane Gray, commented, that the budget
solely based on the number of students.

is

a

6%

decrease

Moderator: Mark Provost, with no further discussion,

moved

for

a vote. The motion passed, unanimously.

Article 9.

Linda Jenkins

moved

to

adopt the provisions of

RSA

194-

implementing an open enrollment school program for grades 9-

B,

12,

and

"

Shall no

more than 30%

of the district's current pupil

enrollment, grades 9-12, be eligible for tuition to attend open
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enrollment schools located outside the

more than

0%

district?;

and

"

Shall

no

of the district's current pupil enrollment be eligible

for tuition to attend

open enrollment schools located

inside the

school district?"

Holly Fortin,

seconded the motion.

Moderator; Mark Provost,
Linda Jenkins

moved

to

moved

amend

read as, to adopt the provisions of

the motion of article

RSA

open enrollment school program, and

for discussion.

9, to

194-B, implementing an

"Shall

no more than

30%

of

the district's current pupil enrollment be eligible for tuition to
attend open enrollment schools located outside the disthct?, and
"Shall

no more than

0%

of the district's current pupil enrollment

open enrollment schools located
inside the school district's, and "Shall open enrollment provisions
be limited to grades 9-12, with funding contingent upon mutual a
greed enlisted students and the Area agreement.
be

eligible for tuition to attend

Moderator: Mark Provost,

amended
needed

to

article, at

moved

for discussion

on the

which point Paul Hennigan, stated the motion

be seconded.

Jim Brooks, seconded the motion.
Moderator: Mark Provost, then
Carol Mayhofer, questions,

on the

tuition

moved

why was

for discussion.

there not a disclosure

as not to exceeds what the town pays for

tuition

now?
Linda Jenkins, describes, that this
legislation that

article

comes

out of

enable the establishment of charter schools, and

chart schools are public schools that are set up like a corporation,
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there not under the school board policies, they are under the
oversight of a board of directors, that

elected

pursuant enabling

the

to

appointed and then

is

legislation

to

Board of

the

Education and to the town that has the charter granted.

away from Conway

for alternative schools without taking

The

charter

students,

open

looking to

is

in

legislation provides for tuition, the charter school

to receive

80%

looking

schools.

1998, with approximately 50

eventually the capability of 250

with

Is

students.

would be

The

eligible

would otherwise be paid

of the tuition, that

Kennett High School, per student, and the other

20%

to

would stay

with the town.

Don

Philbrick;

1

.

Is this

school going to be accredited with

anything?

Linda Jenkins, replies. Yes, there

within the charter

is

agreement applied to the state for approval before an grants can
be given for building the charter school.

Don

Philbrick, 2.

charter school

in

How

are the students going to get to this

Tamworth?

Linda Jenkins, replies, transportation

school and

Ed

is

budgeted

Don

30%

into the operating cost

is in

Philbhck, questions,

if

we

his State of the

are going to potentially send

does not

of the students to a school that

us to vote on

in

into the tuition.

favor of charter schools.

cost figures, or what they
for

provided by the

and

states that President Clinton

Ellis,

Union Address,

is

now

will

teach,

instead of

is

when

a

little

there

exist,

and no

premature,

is

in

total

asking

more information

to

judge by?
Linda Jenkins, replies

it's
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up

to the parent to

decide what

is

adequate

for their child.

Mark Gueringue, questions, why are they excluding the
creation of other charter schools within the district?

Linda Jenkins, replies, because of where
it

in

Eaton,

The

we

we

are saying

will

is

are voting on

not have a charter school here.

renewed each year. So if
applied and approved we can change at that

legislation states the contract

another application

we

is

time.

John Connelly, what happens

goes

into effect

Linda

would have

how does

Jenkins,

the cooperative agreement

change the charter agreement?

this

the

replies,

on whether

to vote

if

cooperative

school

district

be an open enrollment school

to

district.

Jim

Brooks,

alternative place to

states,

send

all

does

is

give

parents

an

their children.

Cindy Goslee, questions,
the town pays

this

how much

if

the parents have the choice,

of the tuition?,

and who pays the other

20%?

80%

what the town would pay to
Conway, would go to the charter school, and the other 20%, would
be up to the town to vote as to whether or not pay it to Conway, for
Linda Jenkins, replies,

the remaining tuition

owed

Mr. Young, states

to

in

of

them, or to use at their discretion.

favor of charter, but would

like to

hear

an opinion from the School Board?

on

this

Sandra Scharin, states, she has not seen any paper work
issue, and would like to have some information before
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making a judgment.

Jane Gray, Clarifies, 1. It's not a simple process for the
Eaton School Board just to send a child, we do have an Area
agreement to consider. Until the language is revised it is not a
simple process, and until it is revised Eaton Board can, yes, but,
Conway can still say ,no, and we would be liable for tuition in two
places. 2. The phrase states, "Shall no more than 0% of the
district's current pupil enrollment be eligible for tuition to attend
open enrollment schools located inside the school district", if
another charter school wants to open in Eaton we are saying no
we are not going to send our kids to
The cooperative passes,
and Conway decides to start a charter school, we are saying no,
it.

to

sending our kids there because

it's

Linda Jenkins, Thinks Jane

within the district!

is

incorrect

in

saying there

would be a problem with the Area agreement.

Jane Gray, claims

it

does not say

that!

Linda Jenkins, responds, that the
article

warrants that and

it's

last

sentence of the

not the intention of this group or

cause conflict with the Area agreement. And that
would have to be a mutual agreed release of student by the Area
agreement.
herself to

Don

it

Philbrick,

who

selects the students

who can go

to the

charter school?

Linda Jenkins, states the students are chosen through a
lottery provision.

Jane Gray, states would
broader spectrum not just for a
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like

to

see an

article

with a

John Eastman, not

in

favor of the certain percentages of

the students allowed to go, should be open to

students.

all

Jim Brooks moved the motion for vote.

RSA

Paul Hennigan, requested clarification of

was

194-B,

Why

the article portion to open enrollment schools chosen instead

of the paragraph that deals with

open enrollment and charter

schools?

same

Linda Jenkins, thinks they are the
the contract and open enrollment

is

process, charter

is

the process for a charter

school.

Paul Hennigan, states, that within the
section

RSA

194-B, paragraph ID2A, states, "Shall

RSA

provision of

guide

we

lines,

adopt the

194-B, regarding open enrollment schooling.

Under paragraph, 1DIA, states

RSA

RSA

"Shall

we

adopt the provisions of

194-B, regarding, charter and open enrollment schools".

Though

legislation charter schools are allowed, but for this article

it

open enrollment schools, not charter schools and
does not want us voting on something we don't want?
clearly states

Linda Jenkins, states, Mr. Hennigan

is

reading that as

though open enrollment and charter are two different things, when
then use the same terms through out article as being the same.
Paul Hennigan, claims

it

seems

the

way

it's

written they

are two different items.

can be determined by a judge and
but she understands it as be the same process.

Linda Jenkins, claims
court of law,

Maura
asked

to

King,

it

Tamworth Charter School Representative,

address the meeting even though she
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is

not a resident of

Eaton.

Moderator; Mark Provost, granted permission.

Maura

King, states that

what Eaton

voting on,

is

is

open

Tamworth. Also
the 30%, was not meant to be discriminatory, they looked at what
kind of impact their proposal would have on the Conway school
enrollment to an already existing charter school

in

and it was felt that Kennett could release 30% percent
without major impact to their budget and lose of staff, that 30%
was meant to be generous to Kennett and still allowing a choice.
They are looking for more than one way of sending students to
district,

High School.
Louise Gray, states

why should we pay

for our kids to

go

to

and to let the parents parents pay for
themselves if they want to send there children to another school!
Ed Ellis seconded the motion.
a

private

school,

it

Mark Provost, moved for a vote on the
Article 9, and was passed with a vote of. Yes 8 and

Moderator:

amendment
No 6.

to

Mark Provost,
amended.
Linda Jenkins,

moved

moved

for

discussion

for a vote

on

on

Article 9

Article

9

as

as amended.

Jim Brooks, seconded the motion.
Moderator: Mark Provost,

hands, and declared

it

moved

for a vote

by show of

by majority.

Colleen McCormack-Lane, stated

count for legal purposes.
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we need an

accurate

Moderator: Mark Provost, declared for a recount by

show

of

hands. The motion passed with,Yes-35 and No- 13.
Article 10.

Cindy Bailey, moved for a motion to direct the school board
to provide school

bus transportation on

ski

days from the school

to

the regular bus stops following the Junior Ski Program.

Kevin Flynn, seconded the motion.
Moderator: Mark Provost,

moved

for discussion.

Cindy Bailey, acknowledged she petitioned for

this article,

and states for single parents with children in the Junior Ski
Program it's difficult to get out of work to make sure they pick up
their children at 4:00 p.m., on ski days. Every other child at Pine
Tree School has transportation except Eaton children. The school
board has estimated the cost to be $600.00, my figures show it to
be more around $500.00, but, will not question it.
Louise Gray,

states

against this

motion,

suggest the

parents car pool, and the wear and tear on the bus, Carol states

she can not get back to the school by 4:00 p.m., and the teacher
do not appreciate students being left there waiting on a bus to pick

them

up,

it's

just not feasible.

Meg Gospodarek,
not

recommend

this

questions

why

the school board does

motion?

Sandra Thoms, replies, when the school board sent out 40
surveys, 20 were returned, and only 10% were in favor and said
they would use it, that's response we have. If your in favor of
supporting this, that's the response we need, but based on the
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response

we

got

it

looks

like

only 4 students would be on the bus.

Cindy Bailey, questions the wording

in

the questionnaire,

as being confusing.

Susan Brooks, questioned

if

Cindy was looking for the bus

up at the mountain
the regular bus stops?

to pick the students

school to

from

to the school or

Cindy Bailey, explains, from Pine Tree school

their

to

regular bus stops.

Susan Brooks,

states she has never seen the bus arrive

in

south Eaton before 3:45 p.m..

Cindy Bailey, claims

it

is

possible,

because

their are

fewer

students on the bus on ski days.

Colleen McCormack-Lane, states that

was

to

drop the students

off,

if

the school bus

they would be, being dropped

off in

the dark.

John Eastman,

clarifies

the questions on the questionnaire

as being quite basic and does not understand the confusion
surrounding them.

Louise Gray, states that the roads are too rough and in
poor condition for the bus to travel over them at any excessive
speed, so

I

do not see how the bus could get back

to Pine

Tree

School by 4:00 p.m..

after

Cindy Bailey, states that when the children are returned
the ski program, back to school, that many times they are

unsupervised.
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Jim Brooks, states, that the children are always supervised
until

the parents pick

them

up.

Cindy Goslee, claims that Carol would
full

bus route

in

still

have

to run the

order to drop off students.

Colleen McCormack-Lane, states the high school kids

would be waiting even longer

for the

bus

to

come back and

get

them.
Dick Shaw, questioned

if

this

would be covered under the

current insurance policy?

Cindy Bailey replies yes,

it

would be covered under the

school bus insurance policy.

Jane Gray, states
school program,

it's

that the Junior Ski

Program

is

not a

a parents choice for the student to participate.

Meg Gospodarek,

states that as a single parent,

we

should

consider another bus for pick up of students for such program as
this.

Linda Jenkins

moved

for a vote.

John Eastman seconded the motion.
Moderator: Mark Provost,

move

for a vote.

The motion was

defeated with. Yes 9 and No-28.
Article 11.

Moderator: Mark Provost called for any

new

business.

With no new business Kevin Flynn moved to adjourn the
meeting, and, Cindy Goslee, seconded the motion.
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The meeting adjourned

at

5:55 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

Laura M. Nash

School

District

Clerk
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
By
The schools
pursuit of excellence

in

SAD #9

in

education.

performance

student

Nelson

Dr. Carl J.

have entered a new era

Our commitment
be

best

will

continuous improvement process.

New

standardized tests such as the

Achievement Test, as

a

New Hampshire

Program,

The

national

Standards and California

well as postgraduate surveys

locally-gathered information.

through

This process provides for a

Assessment

Improvement

to improving

accomplished

systematic analysis of data obtained from the

Educational

the

in

and other

benefit of this process

is

that

it

provides data-driven decisions that allow staff and administrators
to focus energies
for

and resources

improvement.

teachers,

It

in

areas that have been identified

also allows for feedback to the community,

parents, students, and administrators with regard to

and

performance,

helps

guide

future

curriculum

and

staff

development. Further, the process provides guidance with regard
to budgeting

and resource

As a way
community,
school.

we

allocation.

of reporting our progress to parents

and the

are developing a report card for each individual

This report card

will

contain data such as testing results,

post-graduate surveys, demographic information, and action plan
progress.

Each

building principal

will

conduct a meeting

to review

members. The report
card will also be available in written form and distributed to board
members as well as interested community members.

the report card with parents and community

Special education continues to be an area of focus for the

SAU. We are responsible for children ages 3 through 21
who have been identified with disabilities. More students in this
age bracket are being identified with a broader range of disabilities
entire

than ever before.

On

programs and delivery

a district-wide basis,
of services
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in

an

we

effort to

are reviewing our

both improve the

services to students with special education needs as well as
providing those services

the most cost-efficient manner.

in

The

programs are a good example of cost-effective
services and deserve consideration with regard to all students.

early learning

Studies of the Valley's
the

year 2005

youngsters has

indicate

now

off,

and projections through

growth

the

that

leveled

However, the enrollment

birth rates

and a

at the high

rate

for

school-age

slight decline is predicted.

school

will

continue to grow

through the year 2005. The need for additional space

at Kennett,

some

makes

along with the age of
imperative that

we address

sections of the building,

it

construction and renovation at Kennett

High School.

Other

initiatives in

SAU #9

include the School to Career

Program which is currently being funded by a federal grant, the
improvement and expansion of the Region VI Vocational Center
which

is

looking to receive 6.4 million dollars

state for the purpose of improving

funding from the

and upgrading the program, and

our technology program which continues to

grade

in

move forward

at

all

levels.

We

remain extremely impressed with the quality and

SAU. We have been
equally impressed with the desire of the community to improve and
support education in the Valley. The board and this administration
dedication of the people that serve this

have made every effort to control spending and at the same time
maintain and improve the quality of education and the delivery of
services to our students and community. As we move fonA/ard in
our pursuit of excellence in education, we ask you to remember
that an investment in education is an investment in our future and
the future of the Mount Washington Valley.
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PINE TREE

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Principal's Report

By Laura Jawitz
As

the world prepares to celebrate the millennium,

Pine Tree are looking forward to our tenth year

in

the

new

we

at

school.

back at our first decade, we are reminded of the
importance of both tradition and change. One of our major goals
when moving into our new building was to keep the small school
Looking

family

and community

the support of

Thanks

and
many throughout our community, we have been
spirit alive.

to a dedicated staff

able to accomplish this goal.

Looking

and the future enables us to visualize
our school community as a wheel which represents a continuous
cycle. The hub of this wheel is made up of traditions and basic
skills.
Traditions of strong parent support through the PTA have
continued to grow. Again this year, the Pine Tree PTA focused
programs on family involvement with the Fall Family Fling, Secret
Santa and our Spring Fling. We are very proud of the award for
membership that out PTA was presented with earlier this year at
to the past

the State Convention.

Parents, staff and students join together on a monthly
basis to celebrate and
highlight the

annual

showcase

learning.

work and accomplishments

art festival

featured the

many

of

talented

These assemblies
Our
our students.
youngsters as does

the holiday concert.

The student

model democracy in
and support our school

council continues to

meeting weekly to contribute to
community.
They have continued their
action,

tradition

of service to

community through their annual October food drive and support of
Angels and Elves. This group also sponsors student of the month
and other incentive activities.
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Prevention programs that promote safe, disciplined and
alcohol and drug free schools are important spokes in our wheel.

DARE

and Bully-Proof programs, along with peer mediation,
give our students the tools that they will need to remain strong in
an ever changing society. Our trained peer mediators are 16
strong this year. They explained and demonstrated the mediation

Our

process to eleven classrooms.

Many

of these

programs

result

from grants and support of

community agencies. The Bully-Proof Curriculum taught in grades
The Mt.
four and five is supported through Starting Point.
Washington Valley Academy has continued to provide recess
Spanish language
activities weekly for grades five and six.
students from Kennett High School have provided lessons for two
of our classrooms, sharing their learning and stimulating interest in
Through grant monies we have been able to
future classes.
our very successful

continue

program as

Conway

well

after

as participate

in

school

Home Work

Club

the Enrichment Program at

Elementary.

One

most important parts of our continuous cycle
and improvement wheel is professional development. We must
model life long learning. In order to improve upon delivery of basic
skills,

we

practices

of the

constantly strive to deliver the best of instructional

The primary
ELLI Program. The

the classroom.

in

second year

of the

staff

is

engaged

in

the

Early Literacy Learning

a comprehensive model for school reform provided as
a collaboration between Lesley College, The Ohio State University
is
a long-term professional
It
and elementary schools.
Initiative is

development program designed
to literacy instruction

program
staff

is

to

assure

members

in

to provide a

school-wide approach

the primary grades.

literacy

achievement

are also taking part

in

The goal

for every child.

the

of the

Twelve

University of

New

This is a
Hampshire's Learning Through Teaching Program.
unique program designed to help teachers meet their individual
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goals as teachers of reading, writing and

because

it

literature.

It

is

unique

brings teacher education to Pine Tree School and the

classroom.

Our school-wide focus
completes our cycle by
skills.
Our charge is
productive society.

our community,

really

to

Once

we were

this

year of School to Career

connecting

it

with our

hub

of basic

prepare youth for adult roles

in

a

again, through the generous support of

able to provide a School to Career day

in

September that was supported by over 40 local businesses.
Students were able to experience firsthand the skills necessary for
different careers, and understand the need for a good work ethic.

Our students have enjoyed presenting themselves and
their work to you, the community, through the medium of television
on the local channel. This is a new way of continuing the cycle of
family and community spirit that is so important to us here at Pine
Tree.

We thank

you

for

your continuing support

next decade.
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now and

into

the

REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Fiscal

Year July

1,

1997 to June 30, 1998

Cash on Hand July 1, 1997
(Treasurer's Bank Balance)

$ 83,340.77

Received From Selectmen

$388,562.00

Revenue From State Sources

17,038.37
1,222.39

Interest

Revenue From Other Sources

196.06

407,018.82

Total Receipts

Total

Amount

Available for Fiscal Year

$490,359.59

Service Charge

91.70

Less School Board Orders Paid

411.017.31

Balance on Hand June 30, 1998

$ 79,250.58

(Treasurer's

August

12,

Bank Balance)

Susan Brooks

1998

District

Treasurer

AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This

is

to certify that

I

have examined the books, vouchers,

bank statements and other financial records of the Treasurer of
the School District of Eaton of which the above is a true summary
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1998, and find them correct in
all

respects.

August

12,

James Worcester

1998

Auditor
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EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Balance Sheet
June 30, 1998

CONWAY SCHOOL DISTRICT
1998-1999

ELEMENTARY TUITION CALCULATIONS
OCTOBER 30, 1998
ACTUAL ELEM.
GENERAL FUND
EXPENDITURES
1997-98

00
1 200
1400
21 20
2130

Regular Education
Special Education
Co-Curricular Education
Guidance Services
Health Services
2140 Psychological Services
2150 Speech Services
221 Improvement of Instruction

2,863,829. 1
1 ,31 2,804.85
5,249.00

1 1

25,282.27
79,832.62
7,943.03
207,488.61
1

41 ,253.32

2220 Educational Media
2310 School Board Services
2320 Office of Superintendent

141,615.45
46,923.97

241

290,869.77
459,845.05
147,541 .46
2,047.66
1 03,888.60

1

Office of Principal

2540 Operation/Maintenance
2550 Pupil Transportation
2600 Evaluation Services
2900 Other Support Services

of Plant

TOTAL ELEM. GENERAL FUND EXPENSES
LESS: Transportation
LESS: Spec. Educ.(Conway Only&Direct Reim)
LESS: Spec. Educ. Psych. (2140)
(Conway Only)

TOTAL FOR TUITION CALCULATION

$6,025,331 .25
(147,541.46)
(821 ,805.66)
(7,782.23)

$5,048,201 .90

ADM

DIVIDED BY 1 997-98 ELEMENTARY

88,91 6.41

898
$5,621.61

PLUS 2% RENTAL FEE

(1

998-99)

1998-1999 CONWAY ELEMENTARY TUITION RATE
1998-1999 JOHN FULLER ELEM. TUITION RATE
1998-1999 PINE TREE ELEM. TUITION RATE

*Does not include Federal Projects/Lunch
**

CONWAY ELEM 2% RENTAL

**

JOHN FULLER ELEM 2% RENTAL
PINE TREE ELEM 2% RENTAL

**

95

$250.24
$328.66
$340.84

$5,871.85
$5,950.27
$5,962.45

CONWAY SCHOOL DISTRICT
1998-1999 JUNIOR HIGH TUITION

OCTOBER 30,

CALCULATIONS

1998

ACTUAL JR.HIGH
GENERAL FUND
EXPENDITURES
1997-98

00
1200
1400
1 1

2120
2130
2140
2150
21 90
221

2220
2310
2320
2400
2540
2550
2600
2900
4300

Regular Education
Special Education
Co-Curricular Education
Guidance Services
Health Services
Psychological Services
Speech Services
Other Support Services

1,229,665.73
390,241.22
62,150.18
65,426.53
14,810.40
19,311.36
19,659.58
25,665.10
9,329.78
32,938.41
19,569.68
78,787.72
140,002.25
319,517.10
63,080.18

Improvement of Instruction
Educational Media
School Board Services
Office of Superintendent

School Administration
Operation/Maintenance of Plant
Pupil Transportation

290.95
38,863.82
10,932.80

Evaluation Services
Other Support Services
Architect Services

TOTAL JR HIGH GENERAL FUND EXPENSES

$2,540,242.79

LESS: Transportation
LESS: Spec. Educ.(Conway Only&Direct
LESS: Spec. Educ. Psych. (2140)
(Conway Only)
TOTAL FOR TUITION CALCULATION

(63,080.18)
(104,151.07)
(4,465.00)

DIVIDED BY 1997-98 JR HIGH

PLUS 2% RENTAL FEE

ADM

$2,368,546.54
373.7

$6,338.10
$327.61

(1998-99)

1998-1999 CONWAY JUNIOR HIGH TUITION
*Does not include Federal Projects/Lunch
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RATE

$6,665.71

CONWAY SCHOOL

DISTRICT

SCHOOL TUITION CALCULATIONS
OCTOBER 30, 1998

1998-1999 HIGH

ACTUAL HIGH SCHOOL
GENERAL FUND
EXPENDITURES
1997-98

1100 Regular Education
1200 Special Education
1300 Vocational Education
1400 Co-Curricular Education
2120 Guidance Services
2130 Health Sen/ices
2140 Psychological Services
2150 Speech Services
2190 Other Support Services
2210 Improvement of Instruction
2220 Educational Media
2310 School Board Services
2320 Office of Superintendent
2400 School Administration
2540 Operation/Maintenance of Plant
2550 Pupil Transportation
2600 Evaluation Services
2900 Other Support Services
4300 Architect Services

1,998,683.50

622,775.75
425,082.99
196,584.66
173,337.86
35,245.79
35,635.94
45,359.70
60,756.54
20,119.09
76,552.82
41,626.11
167,587.13
376,531.41
764,788.13
147,542.46
618.89
73,588.33
23,232.21

TOTAL HIGH SCHOOL GENERAL FUND EXPENSES
LESS: MT.Washington Valley Academy

(131,194.06)

(Separate Cost Unit)
LESS: Revenue-Driver Educ

(30,450.00)

LESS: Revenue-Voc Exchange
LESS: Revenue-CoCurricular
LESS: Transportation
PLUS: HS Student Activities Transp.
LESS: Spec. Educ.(Conway Only&Direct Reim)
LESS: Spec. Educ. Psych. (2140)
(Conway Only)

TOTAL FOR TUITION CALCULATION
DIVIDED BY 1997-98 HIGH SCHOOL ADM
PLUS 2% RENTAL CHARGE

$5,285,649.31

97

0.00
(147,542.46)

16,177.48
(335,058.71)
(270.00)

$4,644,223.98
795.9
$5,835.19
$327.61

(1998-99)

1998-1999 CONWAY HIGH SCHOOL TUITION
*Does not include Federal Projects/Lunch

(13,087.58)

RATE

$6,162.80

EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT
ESTIMATED REVENUE
ACTUAL ESTIMATED ESTIMATED
RECEIPTS REVENUE REVENUE

Unencumbered Balance

REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES:
Catastrophic Aid

1997-98

1998-99

1999-2000

79,988

79,184

3,000

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1999-2000 BUDGET
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

TO THE BOARD,
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #9

We

have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial
statements of the School Administrative Unit as of and for the year
ended June 30, 1998, as listed in the table of contents. These
general-purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the
School Administrative Unit #9 management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these general-purpose financial statements
based on our audit.

We

conducted our audit

accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
in

general-purpose financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the generalpurpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management as well as evaluating the overall general-purpose
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.

The general-purpose

statements referred to above do not
include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
The amounts that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets
Account Group are not known.
financial

our opinion, except for the effect on the general-purpose financial
statements of the omission described in the preceding paragraph,
the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the School
Administrative Unit #9 as of June 30, 1998, and the results of its
operations for the year then ended in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.
In

GRZELAK AND COMPANY,
Laconia, New Hampshire
July 31,

P.O.,

CPA's

1998
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VITAL STATISTICS
compliance with an act of the legislature in 1887, requiring clerks
of towns and cities to furnish a transcript of record of births,
marhages, and deaths to the town officers for publication in the
annual report, the following are submitted.
In

Colleen E. McCormack-Lane
Town Clerk
Eaton, NH 03832

DEATHS
March 28,1998, Louis Feron, resident
Place of death North Conway, NH.

of Eaton, birthplace France.

December 26,1998, Dorothy Winnifred Noon Timberlake,
of Eaton, birthplace Eaton,

NH. Place

December 28,1998, Carelton
birthplace Eastport,

ME. Place

of death Eaton,

resident

NH.

Fredrick Stuart, resident of Eaton,
of death North

Conway, NH.

BIRTHS
November 17,1998, Lexey Logan Eastman, born

Laconia, NH,
father, Johnny Robert Eastman, birthplace NH, and mother, Lisa

Renee Cady Eastman,

birthplace

in

ME.

MARRIAGES
August 15, 1998 in Eaton, Mark Traeger, birthplace NJ, resident of
NJ and Jennifer Kay Roberts, birthplace Iowa, resident of NJ.
Married by Victoria C. Murphy, Justice of the Peace.

September 12,1998 in Eaton, Joel Trafton Noyes Edge, birthplace
NH, resident of Eaton, NH and Eleanor Dorothy Laird, birthplace NJ,
resident of Eaton, NH. Married by Wesley E. Palmer, Pastor.
September 19, 1998 in Eaton, Dennis Allan McKinnon, birthplace
ME, resident of NH and Elizabeth Susan Botzow, birthplace NY,
resident of NH. Marhed by Richard J. Russell, Reverend.
104

FEE SCHEDULE
$.10 per square foot for dwellings minimum $72.00. $.05 per square foot for accessory buildings and
Building Permit Application

structures

-

minimum

-

$5.00.

Subdivision - $200.00 plus $25.00 per lot and cost of hearing
(includes mailing and advertisements and notices).

Adjustment - cost of mailing, hearing advertisements,
notices and cost of hearing.

Board

Pistol

of

-

Revolver License

Current Use Application
Inspection of

New

Oil

-

-

$10.00

$10.00 per parcel

Burner Installations

-

$10.00

(Installer

must

contact Fire Chief.)
Inspection of Unvented Kerosene Heaters

-

$2.00 (Contact Fire

Chief.)

State Dredge & Fill Permit - Minimum impact: $50.00. Minor impact:
$ 100.00. Major impact: $300.00 (File application with Town Clerk.
Filing

fee -$12.00.)

Zoning Ordinances, Subdivision Regulations and Site Plan Review
Regulations are free to taxpayers of Eaton. There is a $1 0.00 fee for
all others. A complete package in a binder is $35. Set of tax maps
(reduced size) - $5.00 for residents and S 10.00 for all others.
FIRE. ...The Town of Eaton pays for all fire and
rescue calls made by the Conway Fire Department out of tax
monies; individuals pay nothing. The Town does not pay for nonemergency ambulance calls. You can save the Town a considerable
amount of tax money by requesting your agent to include in your
Insurance policy - at nominal cost - a "Recovery Clause" which will
IF

YOU HAVE A

pass on to the insurance company at least some of the cost of
response by the Conway Fire Department. Contact the Selectmen
or your agent for details.
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